Semantic Technologies in Practice: Transforming the Field by Taking the Pain out of Data Integration
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Traditional warehousing and federation methods are mature and suitable for many core data integration and federation applications. However, they are demonstrably unsuited for dynamic data integration and enterprise federation in many large markets, including massive niches within scientific research, healthcare, legal, and telecommunications.

Semantic technologies deliver faster, far more extensible data modeling and integration methods directly to subject matter experts as well as to formal ontologists and enterprise architects. Although seemingly modest and technical in presentation, these radical efficiency and extensibility benefits are particularly relevant in business and research environments that deal with time-sensitive integration requirements and changing data that span multiple information domains.

This talk describes use of specific semantic technologies such as IO Informatics’ Knowledge Explorer™ with customers such as Pfizer, FDA, and leading research hospitals. The talk demonstrates how semantic data integration methods have changed the playing field for rapid integration of complex, changing data.

Direct technology benefits reviewed include:

- Faster time to core integration: specific examples show how users have avoided the common pain of waiting until it is too
late for the next data mart or federated middleware application

- Reduced task burden on IT experts: domain subject matter experts can now do integration on the fly and make these integrations available to IT
- Results in adaptable, extensible integrated knowledge bases: knowledge creators and consumers can now add new datasets and enrich existing knowledge bases on the fly, no more brittle applications and databases
- Unexpected benefits of semantically linked data: including drag and drop connectivity to new data sources, visual network queries for pattern-based searching, and decision-support
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